
Meet John J. Gilmore: 

John J. Gilmore writes fiction based on 

offbeat people he meets in his travels.  

His characters are very often the 

invisible people we walk by every day 

of our lives.  He lives with his wife in 

Stratford, Connecticut, and also spends 

a great deal of time in Vermont.  

He spent many years as a reporter and 

editor at the Connecticut Post and the 

former Long Branch (NJ) Daily 

Record. During his career in journalism 

he covered everything from police 

news to national political campaigns 

and was an award-winning columnist. 

He has won a number awards for his 

short stories, which have been 

published in Penworks, Vermont Ink 

and Umbrellastories.com. 

 

Dialogue Sez It All: 

Developing and building character 

through dialog. 

 

Screenwriting 101: 
Think your story might make a good 

screen play? Talk to someone who 

actually does it. 

 

 

 

 

 

Meet Judith Campbell: 

Judith is the author of the Olympia 

Brown Mission Mysteries. She has also 

published poetry and children's books. 

She teaches writing in the US and in 

the UK, and she in an ordained 

Unitarian Universalist minister, but she 

doesn't let that get in her way! 

 

The 100-Word Synopsis/Blurb: 
Every writer needs to be able to sell a 

story in 100 words or less, whether it's 

for the back of the book, for a 

publishers directory, or to an agent or 

potential reviewer. There's a knack to 

doing it, and it will actually help you in 

seeing th total scope of your larger 

story. Come learn how. 

 

Hooking your reader on page one: 
It is said you have 19 words to engage 

your reader. The first few lines of your 

story are all you have to keep your 

reader wanting more. 

Learn and Practice writing opening 

sentences that do just that, GRAB that 

reader and pull them in to YOUR story. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Meet Pamela M. Kelley: 

Pamela lives in Plymouth, MA and 

writes contemporary romances and 

mysteries. Her first two books were 

both Amazon bestsellers in their 

respective categories. She has two new 

books that will be out soon. Pam has a 

background in marketing and human 

resources and, when she's not writing, 

she works as an executive search 

consultant, recruiting marketing people 

for positions with software companies 

in the Boston area. 

  

Online Marketing (Two Sessions): 

Pam will talk about methods of online 

marketing that work best, both paid and 

free, social media, press releases, 

blogging, building an email list, getting 

reviews, and choosing keywords and 

categories that will give you a better 

chance of getting books sold. She will 

also address pricing as it relates to 

promotion, including whether or not do 

do a free giveaway, how to use 

advanced reader copies to generate 

early reviews, and doing a blog 

campaign to generate early buzz, and 

looking at the importance of book 

covers in marketing: what works, what 

should be avoided. 

 

 



Meet G.T. Almasi: 

After reviewing his report card, G.T.’s 

mother once said, “Well, at least he can 

draw.” RISD agreed, and G.T. 

graduated with a Bachelor of Fine Arts 

degree. Even as a designer, he 

continued to write copy for his clients. 

Then G.T. started writing novels, 

mostly as a lark. He joked that he was 

writing the Terrible American Novel. 

The first draft wasn’t great, but it 

wasn’t bad either. He revised the 

manuscript. It got better. The action 

was intense, the pacing was frantic, and 

the prose was outlandish. He landed an 

agent. Then the biggest publisher on 

earth gave him a book deal. 

 

Dialog that works: 
Learn how to write realistic dialogue, 

spoken and unspoken, that will keep 

your story moving. 

 

Publishing with a major publisher - 

the inside story 
G.T. Almasi works with a major 

national publisher, learn the inside 

secrets of what it takes...and how it 

works. 

 

 

 

 

Meet Virginia Young: 

Virginia is the author of several 

romance, romantic suspense and young 

adult novels and numerous short 

stories. Having won contests through 

Writer's Digest Magazine and The 

Soul-Making Contest in California, 

Virginia's work has also been published 

several times through Level Best Books 

anthology and online with Fiction 365 

and Daily Love.  

 

Q&A: Queries, Agents, & Publishing 
How do you write a query letter to get 

the attention of an agent or small press? 

Learn about what it takes and what 

options there are in today’s writing 

world.* 

 

Cultivating Creativity: 

Writing is such an important piece of 

every day. But what do you do when 

the muses turn their backs? Where can 

you gain inspiration? Learn about some 

ways to get writing again. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Meet Stephanie Blackman: 

Stephanie has always enjoyed reading 

and working with others to improve 

their writing skills.  An English 

professor at a local community college, 

Stephanie has a strong background in 

composition as well as 

literature.  Riverhaven Books is a 

perfect fit to her skillset. Started in 

August of 2010, Riverhaven Books has 

grown to list over thirty published 

titles. 

 

Small Beginnings: 

Children provide an endless reader 

pool. It is important, however, to know 

how to approach each age group. This 

workshop invites participants to bring 

ideas for books, and we will discuss 

what the industry standards are as well 

as what the realities of appealing to 

both children and those who love them 

and actually pay for those books. 

 

*Stephanie will also be joining Virginia 

in the morning session for Q&A: 

Queries, Agents, and Publishing. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Session 1 Options: 

A. Hooking Your Reader on Page 

One 

B. Q&A: Queries, Agents, and 

Publishing 

C. Dialogue Sez It All 

D. Online Marketing 

E. Publishing With a Major 

Publisher: The Inside Story 

 

 

Session 2 Options: 

A. 100-Word Synopsis/Blurb 

B. Cultivating Creativity 

C. Online Marketing 

D. Small Beginnings 

E. Screenwriting 101 

F. Dialog that works 

 


